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Abstract

This study considers policy alternatives that the City of Vancouver could explore to

encourage water conservation among residential water users. Using both quantitative and

qualitative data, the study identifies the factors that influence per capita residential water demands

in Canadian cities and the relevant policy instruments applied to encourage water conservation.

Primary data sources are Environment Canada surveys of municipal water systems and case

stud ies from the United States of best practices with respect to water conservation. The data

analysis reveals that the price of water, metering, educational conservation policies, and non-price

incentives are significant factors affecting per capita residential water demand. Following that,

this study proposes and assesses policies to reform water management in Vancouver. Policy

recommendations to the city include: (i) introducing a universal water metering programme and

(ii) applying increasing block rate pricing to encourage water conservation among the public.

Keywords: Vancouver residents; water consumption; water efficiency; demand-side
management; water conservation; universal metering

Subject Terms: water consumption - Canada; water meters - cost-effectiveness; water supply 
British Columbia; water conservation; municipal water supply - rates - Canada: Canada - water
supply - economic aspects
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Executive Summary

This study considers policy alternatives that the City of Vancouver could explore to

encourage water conservation among residential water users. In particular, demand-side

management policy instruments are analyzed as an alternative approach to the traditional supply

side focus that builds increasingly sprawling water infrastructure.

Vancouver per capita residential water use is nearly 25 per cent higher than the average

urban centre in Canada (Environment Canada, 2004). This study uses both quantitative and

qualitative data to examine water use patterns and effective demand-side policy instruments. Data

from the Environment Canada Municipal Water and Wastewater Survey (2004) are applied in an

empirical estimation to identify the factors that influence the per capita residential demand for

water. The key findings of the quantitative analysis include:

• Metered water use is associated with lower per capita water consumption.

• The price of water is negatively correlated with water consumption;

• The existence of educational policies and non-price economic incentives are associated

with lower per capita water demand.

Case studies of best practices in the United States are analyzed to determine the relevant

policy instruments associated with each of the statistically significant factors identified in the

empirical estimation. This analysis identifies the pricing structures, educational instruments, and

economic incentives that are most effective in reducing per capita water demand in the residential

sector.
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Results from all data analyses are used to identify policy alternatives to reduce water

demands among Vancouver residential users. The following pol icy alternatives are identified as

potential reforms:

• A mandated, universal metering initiative that employs an increasing block rate

pricing structure.

• A subsidized voluntary metering programme, combined with an enhanced

informational and educational campaign to encourage water conservation.

• A subsidized voluntary metering programme, combined with an econom ic

incentive to replace old toilets with more efficient, ultra low flow toilets.

The proposed policy alternatives are mutually exclusive and thus should be considered discrete

policy directions. To assess the broad viability of the proposed alternatives, each one is evaluated

using a set of criteria: (i) cost (ii) effectiveness in reducing demand, (iii) equity. (iv)

administrative feasibility, and (v) acceptability by stakeholders. The multi-criteria analysis

results in the following two recommendations for the City of Vancouver to consider:

I. Implement a fully subsidized universal metering programme that is mandated for

all residential users in single-family detached homes, and

2. Implement an increasing block rate pricing structure, where prices increase in

successive blocks of the rate structure; th is provides a strong incentive for

residents to conserve water.
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Glossary

eon stant un it
charge (CUC)

Decrcasing block
rate (DBR)

Fixed annual fee

GVRD

GVWD

Increasing block
ratc (IBR)

OEeD

Rate structure

The simplest volume-based charge, whereby X litres of water have a pricc
of$Y and is constant for all consumption levels.

Volume-based charge in which water use is divided into successive volumes
and each successive block is charged at a lower price per unit than the
previous block.

A fee paid, equal for all residential water consumers, for an unlimited
amount of water.

Greater Vancouver Regional District (now Metro Vancouver)

Greater Vancouver Water District

Volume-based charge in which water use is divided into successive volulllcs
and each successive block is charged at a higher price per unit than the
previous block.

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

The manner in which the per unit price of water changes with increasing
consumption.
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Introduction

Residents of Vancouver consume significantly more potable water per capita than

comparable urban areas across Canada. Indeed, nearly all municipalities within Metro Vancouver

rank among the highest per capita consumers in North America (Brandes, 2004). Vancouver"s

level of water use is even more pronounced when one compares Canadian averages to the rest of

the industrialized world (Maas, 2003). Among GECD countries, Canadians have the second

highest per capita water consumption rates. Canadians consume two times more water than the

average person in France and eight times more than the average person in Denmark. This global

perspective raises the policy question: why is the per-capita consumption of water by residential

consumers in Vancouver so high relative to other Canadian urban centres, and the rest of the

industrial ized world?

The municipal share of all water consumption in Canada is about 12%; the remaining

share is divided between agricultural and industrial sectors. The residential component of

municipal water services typically amounts to half of the water consumed in cities. The

percentage of total water in Canada used by households is thus relatively small. However, there

are several reasons to justify the study of urban residential water consumers: increasing

urbanization, rising urban water use, infrastructure needs, and ecological impacts. More than

80% of Canad ians Iive in urban areas and urbanization is an ind icator of economic growth and

rising incomes, which tend to expand water consumption patterns (McNei I and Tate, 1991).

Furthermore, water shortage is already a reality for many Canadian cities. For instance, 26% of

Canad ian cities repol1ed water shortages in a five-year period starting in 1994 (Brandes, 2003).

Vancouver is not immune to this trend; the low precipitation during summer months and high

demand for water drains reservoirs (Cl ift, 2004). Whi Ie there has been a general trend in Canada



towards lower per capita water use since the mid-1990s, an Environment Canada study has found

that between 1991 and 1999 the only group for which per capita water use increased are domestic

users (Environment Canada, 2001). Increasing water consumption places stress on the aging

infrastructure in many Canadian urban centres.

With such pronounced levels of residential water consumption in Vancouver (and Canada

more generally), residential consumers could use less water and consume water more efficiently

without substantial utility loss. In other words, conservation and etTiciency gains should be made

in Vancouver. Reasons for this assertion include: supply limitations, water treatment costs, and

environmental impacts of large water withdrawals. In addition, reducing residential water

consumption can both delay costly infrastructure upgrades and expansions, as well as reduce the

occurrence of water shortages.

The purpose of this study is to identify the factors that influence the residential dcmand

for water and suggest alternative policies that Vancouver municipal government can consider to

reduce per capita domestic water consumption. This research combines empirical estimations,

case stud ies of best practices in water conservation, and interviews with experts in water

management to develop the proposals for reform. Additionally, this study tests the relative

effectiveness of the various conservation measures typically used in cities in Canada. This

provides insight into an under-researched element in the literature on water conservation. The

results confirm established findings in the literature that metering water use is a critical

component of most water conservation efforts.

This study is organized in the following way: Section 1 provides the context ofmllnicipal

water management in Vancouver outlining the traditional role of supply-side approaches and the

corresponding successes and failures. Section 2 outlines approaches to water management and in

paliiclliar the emerging - and promising - role of demand-side management theory. In Section 3,

I estimate parameters for residential water demand using empirical analysis for a sample of 54



Canadian cites in 2004. The empirical estimation, combined with elite interviews, informs the

policy alternatives and criteria for policy analysis presented in Section 4. In Section 5. I evaluate

the policy alternatives against the established criteria and make recommendations to the City of

Vancouver. Finally, in Section 6, I summarize recommendations to the City of Vancouver and

identify opportunities for further research on water management reforms.
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1: Water Use and Governance in Vancouver

To understand ,vater policy in Vancouver, it is essential to provide the contcxt 01' water

management at the municipal level. This section outlines the water use patterns of Vancouver

I'csiclents and draws comparisons with other cities in Canada and aEeD countries. After

providing evidence that Vancouver residents are comparatively heavy water users.. this section

describes the governance structure of water management in Vancouver. This provides the conle.\!

or the div is ion 0 f powers and mandates among regiona I and mun ici pa I govern ments, and

establishes the relevant stakeholders in municipal water management.

].1 Water Use in Vancouver

Vancouver residents consume much more potable water per capita than most urban

centres in Cnnada. Compared to the average Canadian in municipalities with a population over

50,000, the average Vancouverite uses approximately 100 litres more per day at home, as shown

in Figure I.
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In addition, Figure I shows that while the average residential water consumption in Canadian

urban centres decreased by 6% from 200 I to 2004, it increased slightly among Vancouver

consumers. Among the largest urban centres of Canada, Vancouver residential water usc is ,lisa

comparatively high, as shown in Figure 2. With the exception of Montreal, pCI' capita dOl1lestic

wilter consumption in Vancouver exceeds that of other miljor C<lIladian urban centres by il

signilicant amount.
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r:igure 2 shows that in 2004, for example, the per capita residential consumption in Vancouwr

,vas 357 litres per day. while it was 218 litres per day in Toronto. Thus per capita residential

watcr usc was nearly 40% higher in Vancouver than in Toronto. Similarly. compared to Calgary,

Ottawa and Halifax, the consumption patterns among residents in Vancouver are high.

It is even more evident that residential water use in Vancouver is abnormally high when

one compares Canada to the OEeD member average for household use. Figure 3 shows that

average residential consumption in Canada far exceeds the household water use patterns 01'
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comparable countries in Europe. For example, Canadians use more than I\Nice the amount of'

water ns the Dutch and 35 per cent more than Italians.

Figllre 3:
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The excessive \vater use in Canada is recognized throughout the world. An assessment by the

World W(lter Counci I in 2002 ranked Canada 129 out of 143 in (In index measuring 110\\

efficiently a country uses water (MacFarlane, 2003). Thus, since Canada is a high \vater

consumer (lnlOng OCCD nations and Vancouver is a high water consumer in a Canadian context.

Vancouver residential water use can be considered excessive.

As seen in Figure I. the per capita residential water consumption in Vancouver increased

slightly from 200 I to 2004. while the average Canadian municipality has experienced reductions.

In an administrative report from the City of Vancouver.. off'ici<lls cite a slow. but steady decline in

per capit<l water use in Vancouver from 1985 to 2003 (Clift, 2004). This trend. however.

represents aII mun ic ipa I water users, from households to ind ust ry and commcrc ia I uses. When

isolated, the trend for residential users is less clear. Figure 4 shows that there have been only

6



slight reductions in per capita residential water consumption in Vancouver from the period 01'

1983 to 2004, as it \Vas growing until 1991,

Figltre -I.
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To summarize, not only is the per capita residential water use high in Vancouvcr relcl1ivc

to other Canadian urban centres and among OECD countries, but the trend over time is relatively

Ilat.

1.2 Water Governance in Vancouver

ensuring the safe and reliable supply oFwater to residents is a shared responsibility orlhc

CreMer Vancouver Water District' (GVWD) and the Metro Vancouver Illunicipalities. which

include the City of Vancouver. The GVWD. a subsidiary of the Metro Vancouver regional

Tile: (ire:;il~r Vancoulcr Wain I)islrict (iVWD) is a govcflling hody Linder thc Metrll V~nCllLlvcrorgani/alion, t,IIIlICrll' called the:
(irc;llcr VancoLll'cr I<c~illnal District (iVI~I))
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government, is the bulk seller and manager of freshwater supply for the region. The guiding

principle of the GVWO for bulk sale to municipalities has been to set a price that recovers the

costs of ensuring the supply, based on the previous year's expenditures (Archibald and Woods,

2007; GVRO, 2006). The GVWO also has a role in providing SUppOlt to municipalities in terms

of policy research, subsidizing pilot programmes, and coordinating conservation efforts. The

individual municipalities however have a significantly broader range of responsibilities with

respect to water management. These powers include metering consumption, pricing mechanisms,

regulations on buildings, fixtures and outdoor water use, and any other conservation measure they

wish to implement.

While the GVWO has a limited role in municipal water conservation policy, it is the

monopoly supplier of water to the 21 member municipalities of Metro Vancouver, and it services

a population of about two million people (GVRO, 2005). There are three mountain lakes from

which water is drawn to service Metro Vancouver: the Capilano, Seymour and Coquitlam

reservoirs. The GVWO has access to an additional three alpine lakes to supplement the primary

reserves (G VRO, 2005). These mountain reservoirs are replenished naturally from the average

366 centimetres per year of rain and the melting of snow packs (City of Vancouver, 2004). The

Metro Vancouver area is not generally prone to severe water shortages as are some other areas of

Canada. However, the reservoirs have been occasionally drawn down to 50% of their capacity

(Bruce et aI., 2000). The water supply problems in Metro Vancouver tend to occur during

summer months when precipitation is low and demand is high. Climate change is expected to

affect the snow pack elevation in this area. Under some scenarios, there will be no snow pack

storage left to fi II the reservoirs, particularly if the snow pack level rises to 1,700 metres from its

present level of 900 metres (Bruce et aI., 2000). The City of Vancouver pred icts that. given water

consumption trends, a new source of water wi II be required by 2050 (C ity of Vancouver, 2004).

The capital costs according to city officials, although unspecified, will be substantial.
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The waterworks system ofYancouver operates as a self-financing utility. The costs

associated with providing safe drinking water and disposing of wastewater for Vancouver

residents must be recovered through charges to users. The combined water and wastewater

budgets for 2007 for the City of Vancouver total $145 mi Ilion, which equals $247 per capita

(Wong,2006a,b). The case for more efficient water use is thus most compelling when argued in

terms of the costs of supplying and treating water. From a short-term perspective, the major

variable cost is water treatment. From a long-term perspective, rising per capita residential water

use combined with population growth will require the GYWD to incur investments to secure new

supplies of water. The largest savings from more efficient use are the interest savings on

financing capital projects that would be deferred. Indeed, a 1999 GYWD cost-benefit study on a

broad hypothetical conservation programme found that the savings to the region in terms of

reduced capital and operating expend itures would be over $100 mill ion from the period of 2000

2021 (GYRD, 1999).

The City of Vancouver is implementing some water conservation policies, because of the

supply-side issues with respect to summer demand, climate change, and the costs of securing new

suppl ies. For example, there are restrictions, accord ing to the resident's address, on lawn

sprinkling from June to September. It is estimated that this policy alone results in reductions in

per capita water use 01'25% for peak days (GYRD, 2007). There are also plumbing regulations

introduced by the City ofYancouver (and later by the British Columbia government) requiring 6

litre per flush toilets in new construction (GYRD, 2007). The city is also a party to the Drinking

Water Management Plan C:~005) of the GYWD, which when fully implemented will deliver a

region-wide education programme promoting behaviour change and sustainable use of water

(GYRD, 2005). Additionally, the City of Vancouver has an educational programme for

elementary school students (called A to Z of H20), a rain barrel programme to reduce gardening

water usage, and it otfers water saver kits to residents (City ofYancouver, 2007). While these

9



various conservation programmes have some effect, the city acknowledges that existing

programmes have "peaked in effectiveness and that it is an appropriate time to explore new

conservation initiatives" (City of Vancouver, 2004).

t.3 Stakeholders

There are several important stakeholders in water management at the mun icipal level.

Civil servants and elected officials in Vancouver are key stakeholders, as water management is

primarily the responsibility of municipal governments. The Greater Vancouver Water District

authorities, the wholesaler of water to Metro Vancouver, are also relevant stakeholders.

Municipal and regional government officials in Vancouver are particularly important to consult

on the issue of demand management because they are responsible for long-range water

management plans. Environmental non-governmental organizations are stakeholders given the

ecological impacts related to securing new water supplies, sprawling infrastructure, and water

conservation policies. Environmental groups are important because they act as a barometer for

general environmental consciousness and communicate environmentally positive and negative

policies to the community effectively. Finally, the residents of Vancouver are critical

stakeholders to because demand-side management pol icies aim to change their behaviour as water

consumers.

The large difference between water consumption in Vancouver and comparable Canad ian

and international jurisdictions indicates that conservation and efficiency gains can be made

among residents in the city. While the municipal governments possess the dominant powers in

water management, the City of Vancouver has implemented a relatively small portfolio of water

conservation policies, focusing on supply-side policy only. The next section outlines the merits of

the two theoretical approaches to water management, contrasting supply-side solutions with

demand-side policy instruments.

10



2: Water Management Theory and Practices

Water management in Canada has historically focused on supply-side management.

continuously providing more freshwater to meet growing demand. Demand-side management

(DSM), by contrast, focuses on changing the behaviour of the consumer to achieve more efficient

water use. It is important to note that these two approaches can be thought of as complementary,

not contradictory policy directions. That is, there will always be a role for supply-oriented

considerations, and similarly, a need for policies that seek to control the demand for water. Both

approaches are reviewed below.

2.1 Supply-side Management

Supply-side management of water resources has been the dominant approach throughout

the industrialized world. Its application in Canada originates from the perceived abundance of

freshwater, which has led governments to focus on adjusting water supplies to meet ever-growing

consumer needs. Supply-side practitioners hold the assumption that 'water needs' are

exogenously determined and are insensitive to policy and behavioural changes (Maas, 2003).

Thus. municipalities acquire new water supplies and build infrastructure to satisfy demand. This

approach has produced an extensive array of infrastructure in Canada which places strains not

on lyon the long-term finances of municipalities, but also on the aquifers used as the source of the

water (G leick, 2000).

There are several problems associated with supply-dominated management approaches.

Two of the most significant issues are economic constraints and ecological concerns. First,

population growth in Canadian urban centres and growing water use places significant stress on

water infrastructure. Many cities face heavy financial burdens from infrastructure maintenance,

11



upgrades, and expansion (Gleick, 2000). The National Round Table on the Environment and

Economy in 1996 estimated that capital costs for the next 20 years cou Id approach $90 bi II ion to

simply maintain the infrastructure that supplies current levels of consumption (Maas, 2003).

Additionally, high-quality supplies of freshwater in close proximity to urban centres have become

increasingly sparse or over-extended. Thus, costs associated with securing the new and often

inconveniently located freshwater sources are much greater than with past developments.

Second, the ecological impacts associated with supply-dominated approaches are the

following: degradation of return flows of water, fragmentation of aquatic ecosystems, and

disruption of natural hydrological processes and flow patterns (Brandes, 2003). Additionally,

increasing wastewater flows means that more effluent must be disposed of. often with

environmental impacts (Maddaus, 2002). At a time when municipal governments are financially

constrained and ecological concerns are paramount among the publ ic, supply-dominated solutions

are increasingly unviable (Maas, 2003).

2.2 Demand-side Approach

The concept of demand-side management (DSM) requires policy makers to focus on

changing people's behaviour with respect to water consumption rather than altering thc

cnvironment to meet consumption patterns. Demand-side management assumes that water nceds

are in part endogenously determined; that is, government policy can induce behavioural changes

through education, regulation, or economic incentives. Demand-side policies are intended to

reduce or stop the growth of municipal water use by influencing the demand. Less water wi II be

withdrawn from reservoirs and thus the need to secure new supplies of water can be delayed into

the future by persuading water consumers to use it more efficiently.

There are three broad categories of demand-side management policy instrumcnts:

educational, economic, and regulatory measures. Each is described below with its relative

12



effectiveness in reducing demand and its potential drawbacks identified. Table 1 provides a

summary of typical programmes and policies for each instrument.

Tahle I: Common Programmes and Policies Using Demand-side Policy Instruments

POLICY INSTRUMENT POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES

Advice given on municipal website
Media campaigns (newspaper, TV, radio)

Educational measures
Outdoor advertising (billboards, etc)
Information with billing
School curriculum programmes

Price Water metering

Economic
measures

Rebate programmes for efficient fixtures
Non-price Retrofit programmes

Efficiency kits

Volu ntary restrictions

Regu latory measures
Plumbing code
Lawn sprinkling bylaws
Customer water aud its

Educational measures can take several forms: public awareness campaigns in the media,

school-based information sessions, or bill inserts by the utility. The assumption with educational

tools is that with more information, consumers will be more prudent in their water use (Syme et

aI., 2000). Educational instruments are commonly used in Vancouver and other Canadian cities,

because of the ease with which the policies can be implemented and the relatively low cost

(Waller et aI., 200)). However, these tend to be the least effective demand-side instrument,

largely the result of the fact that they rely on voluntary adoption (Maas, 2003). Additionally, the
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effects on water demand are typically temporary - in other words, the campaign is effective only

while it is running (Inman et aI., 2006).

The economic measures provide monetary incentives to reduce water consumption.

Economic instruments are widely considered to be the most effective demand-side management

tool (PRI, 2005a,b). There are two types of economic measures to reduce water demand: direct

pricing incentives and subsidies. Direct pricing incentives are instruments that encourage

efficient use of water through the price and rate structure. Pricing incentives typically require

water use to be metered to determine patterns of consumption. Note that metering is widely

believed to be a necessary step in promoting consumer awareness of water use, as it allows the

utility to charge the consumer based on usage. Economically efficient pricing measures are those

that charge the consumer a price that approaches the marginal cost of providing the water (Maas,

2003). Marginal cost refers to the incremental change in cost resulting from an incremental

change in output. The GWYD currently charges the municipalities a unit price for water bascd

on the average cost of the provision of water from the previous year (GYRO, 2005). That is, they

calculate the total cost of water provision and divide that by the volume of water withdrawn from

their sources in the region. It is then the prerogative of each municipality to determine how to

recover costs from their residents. The current pricing policy ofYancouver is an equal. fixed

annual fee of$358 for all single family households (Wong, 2007). Fixed fees create a

disincentive to conserve because with each additional unit of water conserved, the lower the

effective price per unit of water becomes".

Designing a rate structure (how the per unit price evolves with amount consumed) once

metering is in place, is equally important to setting the price level (PRJ, 2005a,c). There are two

general rate types: a fixed annual fee and a volume-based rate. Fixed fees are generally associated

with higher water use because there is no financial incentive to monitor or control one's lise (the

,
- The ~verage household in Vancouver uses 821 litres per day (Iitres/eapila/d~y*average household size). The lilmilv th~l consumes

600 litres per day elTeetivdy pays more per unit orwater than the f~mily that uses 1200 litres per d~y
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marginal cost of water is zero to the consumer). Within the volume-based category, there are

three sub-types: constant unit charge, declining block rate, and increasing block rate. The

constant unit charge rate type is the simplest: a constant unit price for all consumption levels.

The declining block rate schedule divides into successive volumes and each successive block is

charged at a lower price per unit than the previous block. This represents a disincentive to

conserve, but is justified by some municipalities for pricing water in the commercial sector, as a

means to reduce industry costs. The increasing block rate schedule increases the price for

successive blocks and provides a stronger incentive to conserve.

The other type of economic instrument commonly used by municipalities is to subsidize

conservation by water consumers. The subsidy typically involves the municipality offering to

pay a portion of the cost of upgrading fixtures or appliances around the home. Frequently used

subsidies in North America include toilets, showerheads, faucets, dishwashers, laundry machines,

and garden sprinklers. Unlike the pricing measures, metering is not a prerequisite. For example,

in a non-metered scenario, a subsidy programme for showerhead replacement appeals to

individuals who would purchase new more efficient fixtures for aesthetic or even conservation

minded reasons, but without the subsidy would feel the costs of replacement to be too high. From

the perspective of the city, a subsidy programme can encourage individuals to upgrade household

fixtures by sharing costs. Thus, the individual is better off with new fixtures and the city reduces

wasteful water use, which can lower system costs. Note that in a metered scenario the benefits of

subsidies to the water consumer are even greater, as reduced water use by upgrading old and

inefficient fixtures would result in a smaller water bill.

Regulatory measures, in contrast to passive educational measures and incentive-creating

economic measures, involve mandatory restrictions on the direct use of water or on household

appliances that require the use of water. Examples of regulations include plumbing codes,

efficient bathroom devices, and lawn sprinkling restrictions. Regulatory measures are generally
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considered to be less etTective in reducing consumption than economic measures, but more

successful than educational measures (Maas, 2003). They tend to be less effective than economic

incentives because regulations often do not bring direct benefits to water consumers. Regulatory

measures are seen as more effective than educational measures because of the mandated nature of

their implementation. The major downside to such policies is that people tend to be less

supportive of rules-based water conservation measures (Inman et aI., 2006).

A II the categories of demand-side pol icy instruments descri bed above are increasingly

considered important in the broader management of municipal water services. In fact, in 2004

more than 60% of Canada's 54 large cities had demand-side pol icies in operation (Environment

Canada, 2004). There are, however, still barriers to the widespread adoption of such policies in

many Canadian municipalities. The major barriers are oppositional attitudes (among consumers),

financial cost of implementation, and administrative complexity. In terms of consumer attitudes

in Canada, not only is there a myth of water 'superabundance', but also a perception that reducing

water use lowers Iiving standards (Brandes, 2004). From a budgeting perspective, trad itional

water management is attractive to municipal officials because of the predictable and stable

revenues associated with fixed tees per household for water use. The revenue generation from

demand-side pricing policies are not as financially stable for governments as fixed annual fees

because of the potential uncertainty in revenues associated with a reduction in water use

(Brandes, 2004). As shown above in the discussion of water governance in Vancouver, there are

several levels of government involved in water policy: the provincial government manages the

reservoirs; the regional government (Metro Vancouver) is the bulk seller of water, and the

municipal government recovers costs from consumers. Thus, some of the governance challenges

of demand-side management result from the fragmented administration among levels of

government.
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It is evident in the discussion in this section of supply and demand-side water

management approaches that supply-dominated solutions are increasingly unviable. Demand

side policy instruments, from education to regulations to economic incentives, are an appropriate

and effective complement to supply considerations. The next section describes the methodology

for the data analysis and the statistical technique that helps identify the relevant factors

influencing the residential demand for water.
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3: Data and Methodology

This study employs both quantitative and qualitative data analysis. The quantitative

portion includes empirical estimations using data from Environment Canada"s Municipal Water

and Wastewater Survey, 2004. The purpose of the econometric analysis is to identify variables

that influence the demand for water in Canadian municipalities.

Data in the 2004 Environment Canada survey are provided by municipalities, which

submit information on water use patterns, pricing methods, and conservation policies. While

there is data available for nearly all of Canadian municipalities with a population greater than

1,000, this study limits the analysis to cities in the two largest population categories: Category I

consists of municipal ities with a population greater than 500,000 and Category 2 covers

municipalities with populations between 50,000 and 500,000. Using these two categories

narrows the analysis to Canadian cities with a population greater than 50,000, which is consistent

with the urban focus of this study. The dataset includes 87 municipalities that have a population

greater than 50.000. However, 33 of them are not included in my sample because of missing

observations for the dependent and/or independent variables'. Thus, the final sample for the data

analysis consists of 54 observations. It is important to note that cities from the province of

Quebec are disproportionately excluded from the analysis because of low response rates to the

survey. Supplementary data from the Meteorological Service of Environment Canada is used for

cl imate-related variables and the Statistics Canada 2001 Census information is used for

demographic and income data.

The excluded l11unieipalities and missing variables are listed in Appendix A,
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3.1 Basic Model

The general model for estimating water demand is the following:

TU d f(PI1' Znaler =. ,),

where p" is some measure of the price of water and Z represents other independent variables

thought to influence residential demand (Worthington and Hoffman, 2006).

It is critical to recognize the factors influencing the demand for water if one is to

understand the impact of policy instruments for demand-side management. There is considerable

literature estimating the influences on residential demand for water. The variables most

commonly found to be statistically significant include the price of water, and household income

(Arbues et aI., 2003). Other variables that have produced ambiguous findings include population

density, frequency of billing, climate and rate structure (Arbues et aI., 2003). There has been

little attempt to quantify the impact of demand-side conservation programmes, in part because of

the lack of quality data in this regard. Researchers nonetheless emphasize the value of measuring

the impact of conservation programmes on residential water demand (Maas. 2003). This study

uses all the above variables in the estimation of residential water demand. A detailed discussion

of each variable follows.

3.2 Dependent and Independent Variables

The dependent variable is the average domestic water consumption per capita per day

(Waterd
). Environment Canada officials derive these values by dividing the total water usc in the

Illunicipality by the percentage of water services delivered to domestic users. This is a customary

form for the dependent variable in similar studies, as household-level consumption data is rarely

available (Mazzanti and Montini, 2005; Renzetti, 2002). Figure 5 shows the distribution of the

dependent variable for the 54 Canadian cities used in the estimation.
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Figure 5:
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Figure 5 shows that residential water demand ranges from 100 to 600 Iitres per capita pCI' day

among Canadian urban centres. The cities in the sample are ranked according to population, with

the highest on the left side of the graph. The figure illustrates that there are cities in the sample

with per capita consumption higher than Vancouver's. However, among the 26 largest urban

centres in the sample, Vancouver residents have the highest per capita water demand.

Turning to explanatory variables, two are consistently found to demonstrate a significant

relationship to water use: (i) price and (ii) household income. The price a consumer pays for

water has been widely shown to influence consumption (Renzetti, 2002; Inman et al., 2006;

Arbucs et aI., 2003). Consistent with the contradiction between theory and practice, there is

considerable debate in the literature as to whether the price variable should be measured as
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'average price' or 'marginal price'4. However, the data available for this study are 'average

prices'. 5 It is expected that as the price per un it of water increases, consumption decreases. The

amount of water an average household consumes also depends on the average income of the

household. Average annual household income is obtained for each municipality from the Canada

Census 2001. The hypothesis is that as the average household income rises, consumption

Increases.

There are four additional explanatory variables for which studies reveal inconsistent

findings as to their impact on water use: population density, frequency of billing, rate structure.

and climate. The population density of a municipality is considered important because it serves

as a proxy for the size of gardens and lawns, wh ich requ ire regu lar wateri ng (Arbues et aI., 2003).

Density is measured as the population per square kilometre. The hypothesis is that as population

density increases, consumption of water decreases (Nague and Thomas, 2000).

The frequency with which a consumer is billed for water has been found to be an

important explanatory variable in some studies (Arbues et a1., 2003). The argument is that if

consumers are more frequently bi lied, they may understand the tariff structure better as well as

the relation between consumption and size of the bill. This study uses the number of water bills

per year. A negative relationship is expected with water consumption.

The structure of the water pricing is an additional explanatory variable that studies have

found differing results. As described in Section 2, there are several ways to structure water

prices: fixed annual fee, constant-unit charge (CUC), increasing block rate (JBR), and decreasing

block rate (DBR). Fixed fees and decreasing block pricing offer no incentive to conserve, while

the other two water pricing types do because the price paid is based on the amount of water

consumed, and in the case of increasing block prices, penalizes excessive water use (Arbues et

)Cor a bricrsulllnwry of til<: econOllletrie debate surrounding price variables. see Appendi\ 11

Many studies in the literature use average priee values as well; sec In1l1an et al. (2000) IiJr sUllllllary of recenl studlcs using average
and Illarginal price values.
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aI., 2003). A dummy variable, defined as 'I' for municipalities with CUC/IBR pricing and '0' for

a municipality with fixed feeIDBR pricing, is used. The hypothesis is that with the conservation

rate types, consumption decreases (Mazzanti and Montini. 2005).

Local climate has also been shown to influence the average daily consumption of water.

as cl imatic variables have been shown to have a psychological effect on water users (Agthe and

Billings, 1997). There are several indicators for the local climate conditions including average

temperatures. rainfall, and evapo-transpiration rates. This study uses the number of days per year

where measured temperature is greater than 20 degrees Celsius. This measure was chosen as a

compromise between two competing features: (i) the threshold temperature needs to be high

enough such that one might expect it would have an influence on water use, and (ii) a temperature

low enough such that it provides enough variation among the sample cities. It is expected that as

the number of high temperature days increases, consumption increases.

The final explanatory variable used in this study is a measure of the conservation

programmes implemented in a municipality. There has been little evaluation of these

programmes in the empirical Iiterature, partially because of the lack of qual ity data, but such

evaluation is critical to include in the estimation (Maas, 2003). The Environment Canada

database allows for a quantification of conservation programmes, because it contains numerical

measures for the extent of implementation. As described in Table I in Section 2, conservation

programmes are divided into three categories: educational, regulatory, and economic incentive

instruments. Each programme is assigned a numerical score of 1-5 based the extent of

implementation, and is reported by each municipality in the survey. The implementation values

for the pol icies are summed to produce a numerical score for each category of conservation

policies. I define my variables for conservation policies in the following way: in the educational

category, I include media campaigns, school curriculum, outdoor advertising, and information

with billing; for the regulatory category, lawn-sprinkling bylaws and plumbing code policies are
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included; for the economic incentive category, the single policy measured is efficiency-oriented

water metering. It is expected that as the conservation score (based on the extent of

implementation) for each category increases, consumption decreases.

Table 2 provides a summary of the hypotheses with respect to the effect of an increase in

the independent variables on the average domestic water consumption per capita per day.

Table 2: Hypotheses/or Explanatory Variables

HYPOTHESIS
EXPLANATORY VARIABLE (EFFECT ON SOURCES

WATERu)
A verage Price (Pw) - Rcnzctti (2002): Arhllcs ct al. (2003)

Household Income (Inc) + Mazzanti and Montini (2005): Arhllcs ct al. (2003)

Climate Temperature (Temp) + Agthc and Billings (1997): Grinin and Chang (\990)

Population density (Den) - Nagllc and Thomas (2000): Arhllcs ct al. (2003)

Frequency of billing (Bill) - Arhllcs ct al. (2003)

Rate Structure (Rate) - Mazzanti and Montini (2005): Arhllcs cl al. (2003 I.

Conservation policies (Cons) Maas.2003.-

3.3 Empirical Implementation and Results

There are three steps in the empirical estimation, summarized in Table 3. A/odel A

includes only the variables that have consistently affected water demand in a significant way:

price and household income. Model B adds the variables that have produced inconsistent findings

in previous studies: population density, frequency of billing, rate type, climate, and a broad score

for conservation policies. Finally, Model C focuses on specific conservation policies,

distinguishing between educational (ConsLDLJ
), regulatory (ConsRF

(,), and economic incentive
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(Consll
) policies6

. In the estimation, all the variables are in log form except dUlllmies, hence the

coefficients represent elastic ities.

TaNe 3: Estimatiun Models Applied in the Statistical Estimation.

Model A Water"= 1(1'''. Inc)

In(Waterd
), = e - B,ln(P"j, + [l,ln(lne), + £,

Model " Waterd = 1(1'''. Inc. Temp. Dcn. Hill. Cons",,,. ConsTOr)

In(Watcrd
), = e - B,ln(I'''), + 1l,ln(\nc), + B,)n(Tcmp), - B,ln(Dcn), - B,ln(13ill), -/.\,.Cons"·'", -- B7Cons'OI,f I:,

Model C Watcrd~ I(P".llle. Tcmp. Dcn. Bill. Ratc. ConsF,DU Cons"I". Cl)I1S")

In(Watcr"), = c - B,ln(P")i + B,ln(lnc), + 13,ln(Tcmp), - B,ln(Dcn), - Bdn(Hill), - 1\.ConsR
.' " , - Il,Cons'I>'" [lxConsR

' (',

Il.l.·ons", + I:,

Table 4 presents the empirical results for Model A and the extended Model B with a

simple global measure for the conservation policies.

(, Cnrrel,ltion tables. descriptive statistics and distribution graphs for all variablcs in Modcls A. 13 and Care providcd in Appcndix C.
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Tahle -/: Results(or Models A and B.

Variable ~IOD[L .\ i\IOIH:L B

( I ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Constant' 9.666 11.144 11.126 11.0 II 11.126 10.875 11.061
(2.31 ) (2.61 ) (2.60) (2.60) (2.63) (2.55) (2.67)

Pricc,J\\G -0.0527*** -0.0609* -0.0441 ** -0.0407** -0.0454*** -0.0407*** -0.0407***
(-3.59) (-1.501 (-2.15) (-1.98) (-2.90) (-2.42) (-2.45 )

Incomc -0.369 -0.417 -0.413 -0.392 -0.413 -0.398 -0.4/8
(-0.99) (-1.16) (-1.14 ) (-1.10) (-1.15 ) (- I. I I ) (-1.21 )

l 'l)JlS~\ 11 - 0.133 - - - - -
(0.49)

(Pncc\\(,)* - - 0.0047 -0.0025 0.0056 (l.0066 (l.0065
(Cons",,,.) (0.11 ) (-0.06 ) (0.13 ) (0.16) (0.16)

Dcnsity - -0.0091 -0.0089 -0.0158 -0.0082 -0.0082 -
(-0.24) (-.0.24) (-0.42 ) (-0.22) (-(1.22 )

Tcmp - -0.189 -0.168 -0.170 -0.170 -0.141 -0.143
(-0.93) (-0.83) (-0.84) (-0.85) (-0.69) (-0.71 )

Bill - -0.0142 -(l.O061 -0.0195 - - -
(-0.23 ) (-0.10) (-0.31 )

Bill" - - - - - -0.0705 -0.0705
(-0.79) (-0.7'»)

l'ons]()1 - -0.0175*** -0.0179*** -0.0319*** -0.0180*** -0.0176*** -0.0178***
(-3.23) (-3.31 ) (-2.82) (-3.45) (-3.35 ) (-3.53 )

(Con'IOI )' - - - 0.0006 - - -
(1.41 )

N 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

Dol" 51 46 46 45 47 46 47

AdJustcd Ie 0.224 0.331 0.332 0.350 0.352 0.348 0.354

Schwarz 0.594 0.704 0.710 0.742 0.649 0.70 I 0.628

Chi-squarc: 2.541 19.565 15.774 13.334 20.237 13.388 15.282

"t-valucs arc givcn in parcnthcscs. Onc-sided test for signilicance: *** 1% signiticancc Icvcl. ** 5'Yo signiticancc Ievcl. * I O'~·o

signilicancc Icvcl.:Thc critical valuc t'Jr chi-square with 51 Dol" is 356; critical valuc for chi-squarc with 45 Dol" is 30.6.

Tests for multi-collinearity, serial correlation, and hetroskedasticity are performed in

order to ensure that the relationships found in column 1 are statistically valid. There is no

evidence of severe mu hi-coli inearity among the explanatory variables, as the simple correlation

coefficient between any two explanatory variables never exceeds 0.70 (see Table C.l in

Appendix C for the complete correlation table for Model A). Serial correlation is not anticipated

to be an issue, because the data is cross-sectional, and the Durbin-Watson test confirms that there
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is no evidence of serial correlation. Similarly, the chi-square value of 2.54 suggests that there is

no evidence of heteroskedasticit/.

Model A is a specification of water demand with only the average unit price of water and

the average household income of the municipality. In column J there is a statistically significant

relationship between the average price of water and the per capita water demand and the price

elasticity is -0.0527. This implies that a 1% price increase per unit of water results in a 0.05%

decrease in water demanded. Compared to similar studies this is a low value, but not outside the

range of estimated price elasticities of water in the Iiterature8
. The income variable is not

significantly related to water demand. The adjusted R2 value for column 1 is 0.22; this means

that the model explains 22% of the variation of the dependent variable.

Model B includes additional explanatory variables: the extent of metered water use,

population density, climate, frequency of billing, and a global measure of conservation

programmes in the municipality. As in Model A, the estimations using Model B are tested for

multi-collinearity, serial correlation, and heteroskedasticity. As no simple correlation coefficient

between any two explanatory variables exceeds 0.70, there is no evidence of severe multi-

collinearity. The Durbin-Watson and White tests find no evidence for serial correlation and

heteroskedasticity, respectively. An important change in column 2 from the initial estimation is

that the price of water is no longer statistically significant at J%, but rather at 10%. The

introduction of the metered variable may have affected the price variable, given the significant

disparities in per unit prices of water depending on whether the water consumption is metered. As

mentioned in Section 2, the average user charged a fixed annual fee for water use pays much less

per unit of water than those users who are charged on a unit basis. This hypothesis is plausible

when one considers that the simple correlation coefficient between the metered variable and the

price variable is 0.64, approaching the level where multi-collinearity is likely to severely affect

7 13ascd onthc chi-squarcd valucs for all estimations. there is no evidcncc ofhelcroskcdasticily in any ol'thc cSlJmation models.

8 Inman cl al. (2006) tinds that pricc elasticities vary bct\\'cen regions from -O.OOS in Eastcrn Unitcd States to -0.2l{ in luropc
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the significance testing in the estimation (see Table C.2 in Appendix C). The issue of potential

multi-collinearity of the two variables is addressed in subsequent estimations. Note that in

column 2, only the global conservation programme variable (ConsrOT
) is found to have a

significant correlation to per capita water consumption at the 1% level.

Column 3 tests the hypothesis that price variable is affected by the introduction of the

metered variable by removing the metered variable (ConsRATI
) and by introducing an interactive

dummy variable. The interactive dummy variable allows the relationship between the dependent

variable and price variable to be different depending on whether the residential water users are

metered or unmetered. The interactive dummy variable is appropriate in this context because

there are large and systematic differences in price between metered and unmetered municipalities

(recall that non-metered consumers on average pay much less per unit of water consumed). The

empirical results validate the hypothesis that the metered variable is influencing the price

variable. Column 3 demonstrates that the average price of water and conservation programmes

are statistically significant at 5% and 1% respectively. Model B also has considerably more

explanatory power than Model A; the adjusted R2 value for Model B is 0.33.

The results in column 3 provide evidence of the association between lower water

consumption and the presence of conservation programmes. An added squared Consn)l variable,

tests whether residents with many conservation programmes get overwhelmed and the

programmes lose effectiveness or whether more programmes increase the incremental impact.

The results in column 4 provide some evidence that the former case might be true. The positive

coefficient for the squared Cons lOT variable indicates that there may be diminishing returns to

conservation programmes. However, it is only significant at slightly over the 10% level and the

effect in my sample is weak. An anecdotal comparison between Toronto and Guelph. both with

low per capita residential water use, illustrates an example of this phenomenon: Toronto has
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implemented 14 conservation programmes and Guelph has a total of 5, yet they have equivalent

per capita residential water use demand (Environment Canada, 2004).

The estimations in columns 5, 6, and 7 were conducted to check the possibility that the

frequency of bi II ing and popu lation density affect the estimations of the other explanatory

variables. The rationale for checking these variables stems from the very low t-values of both the

bill and density variables in the regression outputs (0.31 and 0.42 respectively). A low t-valuc

indicates that the variables provide little explanatory power with respect to the variation of the

dependent variable. In column 5, the frequency of billing variable is removed and there is no

considerable change to the coefficients or t-statistics of the remaining explanatory variables. In

column 6, the bill variable is transformed into a dummy variable. Transforming the frequency of

billing into a dummy variable is appropriate because the values of billing only range from I to 12,

the number of months a household receives a bi II per year. By converting the variable into a

dummy, it differentiates between those who get billed frequently (six times or more per year) and

those who are billed infrequently (less than six times annually). While the bill variable in column

6 is not found to be statistically significant, the t-value of the variable is greater than the earlier

estimations. In column 7, the density variable is dropped due to the very low t-value of the

variable (0.22). Removing the density variable does not alter the coefficients or t-statistics of the

remaining explanatory variables. The adjusted R1 for the model however, increases to 0.35 and is

thus considered the best specification for Model B.

Estimating Model A and B has determined that in this sample of Canadian cities, a higher

price for water and the presence of conservation pol icies are associated with lower per capita

water consumption among residential users. Given that Model B identified the global measure of

the conservation policies as exhibiting a statistically significant relationship with water demand,

next I estimate what specific conservation policies are more likely to affect the demand for water

than others. Model C divides the aggregated conservation variable into three categories. as
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defined earlier in Table I in Section 2: educational (Consl:DlJ), regulatory (ConsR1
(\ and

economic incentive (Cons! I) policies. Table 5 presents the results.

TuNe 5: Results/or Model C

\'ariable MODEL (
(I) (2)

12.1943 12.1739
Constant (2.79) (2.81 )

-0.0387*' -0.0412**
PriccAV(; (-2.20) (-2.35 )

-0.4821 -0.4 784
Income (-1.32) (-1.32)

(I'ric~,,(,)' 0.0073 0.0082
(ConsR,\n) (0.17) (0.44 )
l~l1lp -0.2195 -0.2213

(-1.06 ) (-1.07)
8ili D -0.0710 -0.0706

(-0.79) (-0.80)
ConsEDU -0.0210** -0.0448*'

(-2.04 ) (-2.25)
ConsRIG -0.0004 -0.0045

(-0.02) (-0.02)
ConsFI -0.0318* -0.0291 *

(-1.57) (1.44 )
(ConsLlJur - 0.0015

( 1.40)

N 54 54

DoF 45 44

;\djust~d R' 0.33 0.35

S~hwarz ~riterion 0.75 0.78

Chi-squar~ 10.27 12.46

There is reason to believe that the three categories of conservation initiatives are

correlated. and thus, influence the statistical significance of the results. That is, a municipality

that has educational programmes for conservation is likely to also have conservation policies that

involve regulation and economic incentives. Highly correlated explanatory variables have thc

potential to impact the standard errors of the estimates, which can lead to erroneous conclusions

of significance between variables. Analysis of the three conservation variables reveals that no pair

wise correlation coefficient exceeds 0.70. The ConsFf)lJ variable has a simple I' correlation

coefficient of 0.51 with the ConsRFG variable; the ConsEDlJ variable has a correlation coefficient of
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0.28 with the Cons" variable; the ConsR1Ci has a correlation coefficient of 0.16 with the Cons'l

variable'). Thus, while intuitively one might expect high correlation between conservation

programmes, data correlation is unlikely to impact the hypothesis testing.

In column I, when categories of conservation policies are identified separately, tests

show that there is no evidence of severe multi-col linearity, serial correlation, or

heteroskedasticity. The results show that average per unit price of water (13 = -0.0387) is

negatively correlated with water use, as well as the educational category of conservation policies

(13 = -0.0210). Both are significantly different from zero at 5%. Additionally, the economic

incentives (13 = -0.0318) are negatively correlated with water consumption at 10% significance.

As done in Model B, column 2 tests whether the effectiveness of more educational programmes

reaches a maximum after which additional educational initiatives offer diminishing returns. The

results suggest that this indeed might be true, given the positive coefficient of the squared

Cons
lD1J

variable, but it is not significant and the effect in my sample is weak.

3.4 Summary of the Significant Factors

Statistically significant variables must meet both the statistical measure at the 90%

confidence level or better, and exhibit the hypothesized sign based on the literature review. The

following explanatory variables are found to significantly influence water consumption in

Canadian municipalities:

• Average price per un it of water

• Conservation policies (generally)

• Educational conservation initiatives

• Economic incentive conservation policies

') Scc Tahle C.3 in Appcndix C for full correlation [ahie for Model C.
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The following explanatory variables were not found to be statistically significant at 90%

or better or exhibited a sign opposite to what was hypothesized:

• Average household income

• Population density

• Climate

• Frequency of billing

• Regulatory conservation policies

As with all statistical inferences, there are qualifications in the interpretation of results.

There are notable factors, such as the type of dependent variable data and missing data for most

Quebec cities, which have contributed to the limitations of the estimation. With respcct to thc

type of dependent variable data, the estimation of residential water demand is considered stronger

if the water consumption data is at the household level. This study, like most others, uses per

capita data derived from dividing total residential water consumption divided by the population of

the city. Thus, caution must be taken to not over-extend the interpretation of the results in terms

of individual consumer response to the independent variables. Despite the minor limitations, the

estimation is substantive and an important indicator of the significant factors to consider with

respect to water conservation policy.

The statistical analysis provides valuable insight into the significance of the various

conservation policies. Further study is required, however, in order to make conclusions with

respect to the effectiveness of specific policies within the categories of educational, regulatory

and economic measures. For instance, the estimation found that educationall1leasures are

significant at the 95% confidence level. However, it is not possible to discern which educational

measures are superior to others. A qualitative study of North American municipalities with

notable water demand reductions allows for more specific analysis of the relevant conservation

policies.
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3.5 Best Practices Analysis across No."th America

Given the limits of statistical analysis to yield specific lessons on policy, I have

supplemented with qualitative analysis of geographically dispersed North American cities that

have achieved notable successes in reducing the demand for \vater. The analysis here focuses on

finding commonalities in pricing methods, educational programmes. and economic incentives of

the successful cities as a means to devise potential policy options for the City of Vancouver. The

specific policies associated 'vvith each of the three categories of policy instruments me chosen

based on best practices in case studies and on the general literature. Table 6 provides a SUlllnl<lry

of'the selected North American cities and conservation policies.

Tohle 6. SIIII1I11{1/Y ojUs. Cilies' Pricing Edllcolional ond Econumic /ncenlil'C: f'o/icic\

Munidpality Price/Rate Structure Educational Policies conomic Inl'('nth'~
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Metered water use and increasing block rate pricing for residential consulllers is

associated with all the U.S. cities that have achieved substantial water demand reductions, as

shown in columns I and 2 of Table 6. The effect of metered water use is similarly evident in
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Canadian data; among the urban centres used in the empirical estimation, the municipalities that

do not meter residential users have per capita consumption levels that are 44% higher than

municipalities that meter residential users (Environment Canada, 2004). Simply introducing

universal metering, however, without the appropriate pricing signals will not achieve the desired

demand reductions (EOEA, 2006). Increasing block rate pricing is most likely to encourage

water conservation among users. In Cary, North Carolina, for example, the municipal officials

estimate that the increasing block rate structure reduces consumption by 51 mill ion gallons (193

million litres) of water per year (EPA, 2002). In contrast, the City of Vancouver does not meter

residential users, but charges an annual fixed fee for an unlimited supply of water. There is also a

secondary effect of metering on residential water demands: it enhances the effectiveness of

educational and other economic incentive conservation policies (EOEA, 2006). For instance, a

media campaign making an appeal to reduce discretionary water use in the slimmer is more likely

to be effective if part of the benefit of conserving water is a reduced water bi II for the consumer.

While it is evident that price and rate structures are key to achieve reductions in water

consumption, educational policies appear to be similarly important. In colulllns 3, 4 and 5 in

Table 6, educational conservation policies for best practices case studies are listed. They are

comlllonly implemented in the form of media information campaigns appealing for conservation,

school programmes to target children, and literature provided in bill statements offering advice to

reduce water use around the home. In column 3 in Table 6, the widespread use of media

campaigns is associated with the U.S. municipalities with successful conservation programmes.

The city of Cary, North Carolina, for example, estimates that the media campaigns during the

summer months result in 3.5% water savings of the total demand (EPA, 2002). The city also uses

bill inserts as a relatively inexpensive means to convey conservation advice to residcnts.

Vancouver uses neither a media campaign nor bill inserts; this may stem from an engineering

consulting report prepared for the GVRO on water conservation that claimed that public
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education would only result in 0.4% water savings of the total demand (GVRO, 2002). It is

unclear how the researchers derived this value, but it is a markedly lower estimate than typically

found in reports from U.S. cities.

Municipalities that use economic incentives also appear to achieve considerable water

demand reductions. Typical economic incentives are rebates on appliances including more

efficient laundry machines and low-flow toilets, retrofit programmes for older buildings, and

subsidized 'water saver kits' that consist of efficient shower heads, garden hose nozzles, and leak

detection equipment. Offering rebates on efficient appliances and low-flow toi lets appears most

common among those U.S. cities that have reduced demand considerably (column 6).

Retrofitting older buildings and homes has also been demonstrated to be a powerful tool to reduce

water demands. In Houston, a pi lot retrofit programme replaced 5 gallon (19 litre) toi lets with

1.6 gallon (6 litre) toilets, fixed leaks, and installed aerators on faucets in 60 units ofa low

income housing development. These retrofits resulted in a 72% reduction in household water use,

and consequently, dramatically lower water bills for the residents (EPA, 2002).

The brief examination of selected U.S. cities with exemplary water demand reductions

offers insight into the potentia I pol icy options available for the City of Vancouver. There are

several policy areas that appear critical in achieving significant demand reductions among

residential users in which the City of Vancouver has yet to take action. The most prominent

policy gap is the lack of metering, and thus, conservation-oriented pricing. Additionally, despite

evidence that suggests media campaigns and bill inserts can result in cost-effective demand

reductions, Vancouver is similarly without an active policy. Finally, among the economic

incentives, Vancouver does offer rebates for appliance and low-flush toilets, but does not offer

retrofit incentives for older bui Id ings, wh ich often have inefficient fixtures and sign ificant

leakage. These gaps in policy when comparing Vancouver with high-performing U.S. cities,
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combined with the results from my estimation for water demand in Canadian cities, inform the

policy alternatives proposed in the next section.
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4: Policy Alternatives and Criteria for Measurement

This section develops the policy alternatives that the City of Vancouver could consider [0

reduce the residential demand for water. It is critical that the policy options derivcd from the d(lta

analysis and literature review are relevant and specific to the policy problem: why is the pcr-

capita consumption of water by residential consumers in Vancouver so high relative to other

Canadian urbcll1 centres and to the rest of the industrialized world') 'rhus, this study identir~cs

several short and long-term policy objectives to establish the desired outcomes of. water

managcment reforms in Vancouver. In this discussion, the short-term is def~ned as within the

next ten years (from 2008 to 2018) and the long-term is defined as the subsequent ten years (from

2018 [02028, Table 7 summarizes those objectives.

ii/hit, '7 ShUI'I ul1d Lung-IeI'm Pu!ic)' Ohjeclives(ul' Wulel' ;1'!ul1ugemenl Rejiml/s

Long-term

(20+ years)

Short-term

(next 10 years)

• Reduction in residential water demand in Vancouver to
meet OECD average (40% reduction from 2004)

• Delayed investment on infrastructure expansion

• Reduction in residential water demand in Vancouver to
meet Canadian average ( 15-20~';J reductionli'olll 2(04)

• Build an environmentally sustainable perception among the
public toward water consumptioll

The key long-term policy objective is to reduce per capita residential water demand in

V<lncouver to that of the <lverage OICD nation. This represents a reduction of approximately

40% from 2004 per capita water consumption levels. This is nol an unreasonable goal 1'01'

Vancouver, as OECD countries are comparable in terms of standard of living, An additional

policy objective in the long-term is to defer infrastructure expansions to the water system, As
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mentioned at the onset, a primary rationale for water conservation from the perspective of the city

is to reduce the capital costs associated with securing new supplies of water.

In the short-term, a primary policy objective is a reduction in residential water demand in

Vancouver to meet the Canadian average for large urban centres. Figure I in Section I shows the

disparity between per capita residential water use in Vancouver and the sample of Canadian urban

centres and a reduction of 15-20% from 2004 consLllnption levels would result in Vancouver

residents matching the urban average in Canada. An additional policy objective in the short-tcrm

is to establish in the public a relationship with water use consistent with environmental

sustainability. The short and long-term policy objectives provide a coherent basis for formulating

the proposed policy alternatives.

4.1 Policy Alternatives

The policy alternatives are developed from my estimation of residential water demands

and best practices analysis of North American cities and are consistent with the short and long

term policy objectives. Each of the proposed alternatives is described below.

4.1.1 Status Quo

The status quo serves to inform how residential water management in Vancouver would

evolve without change to the existing policy. While City of Vancouver documents indicate that

there is a desire to explore new conservation initiatives, the status quo provides an impoltant

perspective in the policy analysis. The status quo is defined as follows: no universal water

metering for residential users, continued annual fixed fee for unlimited water, and continued

funding of the elementary school educational play (A to Z of H20), the Rain Barrel Programme,

the Grow Natural programme for lawn care, and the subsidized water saver kits (City of

Vancouver, 2007).
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4.1.2 Policy Alternative #1: Universal Metering and Increasing Block Rate Pricing

This alternative involves a city-subsidized universal metering programme for all single

family detached homes in Vancouver and applies increasing block rate pricing for all residential

consumers. The estimation in Section 3 identified price, which is heavily dependent on whether

one is metered, as being statistically significant with respect to water demand. Additionally, the

best practices analysis reveals that all the successful water conservation programmes studied

incorporate both metering and increasing block rate pricing. Evidence of the impact of metering

and the associated use of conservation-oriented pricing (increasing block rates) on water

consumption is established in practice and the literature, and therefore, must be considered as a

viable policy alternative.

The primary benefits of water metering are the following: (i) it can enhance all water

conservation initiatives because there is a financial incentive for the consumer to reduce water

use, (ii) it represents a more equitable billing system among users, and (iii) it can help reduce

water loss due to leaks (I ndustry Canada, 2003). Water leakage is estimated to constitute 15% of

all mun ici pal water use in Vancouver (Interview #4, 2007). The short-term econom ic benefits of

universal metering stem from identifying and fixing leaks throughout the city, and thus reducing

water purchases that the City of Vancouver must make to the GVWD. In the long-term, lower

per capita water consumption associated with metering can contribute to delayed infrastructure

upgrades and costly supply expansion projects. There are also environmental benefits that are

difficult to quantify associated with less water withdrawn from aquifers and delay of

infrastructure construction on new water bodies. The main costs associated with universal

metering are the relatively high capital costs of installation and annual operating costs for

monitoring.
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4.1.3 Policy Alternative #2: Voluntary Metering Programme Plus Enhanced
Information

This alternative involves a city-subsidized metering programme implemented on a

voluntary basis, plus an enhanced information and media campaign promoting water conservation

to all residential users. The metering component of this alternative is a scaled-down version of

the universal metering alternative. This results in lower upfront costs for the utility but also

reduced benefits in terms of reductions in total water use. In contrast to mandated universal

metering in all homes, a voluntary metering programme is a slower approach to user-pay

principles in water pricing, but avoids the substantial upfront capital costs of mandated metering..

Currently, all residential users can install meters at their own expense and pay a unit-based rate.

They often choose not to because of the high installation costs, and thus, the relatively low

economic payback. A voluntary metering programme would subsidize all, or a significant

portion, of the costs of installation, which can range from $600-$800.

The voluntary programme proposed here for Vancouver assumes an aggressive

installation drive 01'3,000 meters per year. In this programme, the city pays the entire cost of

installing the meters. This is modelled after the voluntary metering programme in Surrey, which

is considered to be particularly successful in terms of encouraging households to install meters.

In fact, ever year approximately 2,000 households in Surrey apply to get meters installed (City of

Surrey. 2007). Residential users that are metered subsequently pay a fixed month Iy charge of $11

plus a unit-based price of$0.53.m3
. The motivation for residents to acquire meters and accept

unit-based pricing has increased in recent years as the flat rate charges for water for Surrey

residents have risen dramatically.

The voluntary metering programme is complemented by an enhanced information and

educational campaign. This alternative involves a package of media and information distribution.

First, it includes a summer radio and print campaign highlighting water supply issues for the

region and tips for reducing water use around the home, in particular discretionary use outdoors.
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The second component is a twice-yearly, stand-alone glossy print newsletter explaining water use

in Vancouver, the rationale for conservation, and tips for conserving water. Third is water

conservation information in annual billing statements. Ideally, three annual mailings would be

distributed at four-month intervals throughout the year.

4.1.4 Policy Alternative #3: Voluntary Metering Programme + Toilet Rebate
Programme

This alternative incorporates a voluntary metering programme identical to the second

alternative, but is complemented by a toi let rebate programme instead of an enhanced information

campaign. The different feature of this alternative to the previous one is that it involves an

add itiona I economic incentive in the form of rebates for toi let upgrades. Wh iIe Vancouver made

bylaw changes in 1995 requiring ultra-low flow toi lets, efficient showerheads, and aerating

faucets on all new building construction in the city, there is no conservation policy for j~xtures in

older buildings Ill. Given that toilets constitute 35% of indoor household water use, offering a

rebate on upgrading this fixture alone is appropriate. This rebate is modelled on the pilot

programme in West Vancouver that offers a $50 rebate for the replacement of ineffic ient toi lets

with 6 litre low flush toilets.

The metering initiative and the toilet rebate provide mutual incentive effects. That is, a

household interested in reducing water bills by having a meter installed is also likely to consider

upgrading the toilets in the home with the available rebate. Some may argue that metering alone

will provide the incentive to the household to replace inefficient t~xtures, thus making the toilet

rebate an unnecessary expenditure for the city. This is not persuasive, as the water savings frolll

metering wi II reduce water bills for low water users by about $20-60 annually (City of

10 In part because of the Ilat rate charge for water and [he cost of replacing fixtures. these older buildings have no incentive to
upgrade these lixlures in order to reduce wasteful \\iller usc.
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Vancouver, 2004) ". Given the costs of upgrad ing toi lets, wh ich can range from $100-1000, an

additional incentive in the form of a rebate is justified.

Next, I describe the criteria and associated measurements by which I assess the proposed

pol icy a Iternatives for residential water management reform in Vancouver.

4.2 Criteria and Measurements

The policy alternatives outl ined for water management reforms are assessed and

compared using a set of five criteria: (i) cost, (ii) effectiveness in reducing residential water

demand, (iii) equity among consumers, (iv) administrative feasibility, and (v) acceptability to

stakeholders. Each criterion is assigned a measure, which is then ranked on the following scale:

high (score = 3), medium (score = 2), and low (score = 1). For measures that are quantitative.

indices are developed from which rankings of high, medium, and low are made. For the

measures that are qualitative, a high score means that the alternative ranks well against the

criterion. while a low score indicates that the alternative ranks poorly against the criterion. Table

8 provides a summary of the criteria and measures applied in the policy analysis.

II Currcnt IIxcd annual fccs for water in Vancouvcr arc $349 and the avcragc household watcr usc is R21 litrcs pcr da). ;\ ramily that
uses 500 Iitrcs or water per day would havc a bill of approximately $290 undcr a mctcrcd sccnario (assuming no chargc in
consumption behaviour) bascd on the calculation: (fixed 1110nthly charge)*( 12 months)*(volume-based chargc)*(volumc
consumcd) = ($ll/month)*(l2month5) + W.53/m')*(299m') = $290.
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Tahle 8: Criteria and Measures/or Analysis a/the Policy Alternatives

Criterion Ill'finition \leasurernent Evaluation Index

rh~ capilal and op~rating Annual capital and operating dollars Illgh(3)cc<j;IM

Cost
cosls for thc pcriod of (2008) to he sp~nt ovcr th~ period of

M~d(2)~j;IM-j;3Mimplemcntation. implementation (I () years)

1.00v ( I ) c~ > $3M

Residcmial The savings in watcr Dollars per year of avoldcd water Iligh (3) = > j;3M
demand purchascs hy the city from purchases from the CiVWD by the City of

Med(2)c-$IM-$3Mreduced rcsidential watcr Vancouver.

UTcct I\'cn~ss d~mand. Low ( I) ~ > j; IM

System- The savings in watcr Dollars per year of avoided water lIigh (3) ~ >- j;3M
wldc purchases by thc city from purchases from the GVWD by th~ City of

dccrcased syst~m leaks Vancouvcr. Mcd(2)c·j;IM-$3M

Low ( I) = > $ IM

Lqult\ To whal estent docs th~ An cstimate of the dilTercntial impact of IIlgh ~. 3
poliCy alternative aBect the policy on various income groups and

Mcd ~ 2diiTercnt segments of ti,e neighhourhoods from lit~ratur~ and elite
population') interviews I.ow ~ I

Admllllslrativ~ feasihility Ilow acccptahle is this to The bureaucratic personnel required Illr. Illgh (3)= ntl "dd'l,tln:ll
city administrators in terms and clliciency of implemcntatlon as stan
of the requiremcnts of IIldicatcd in elite interviews with Metro
Implementation') Vancouver municipal ortlcials. Med (2) ~ 1-2 add. sian

I.0\\ ( I ) = 3+ add >La IT

Acceptability to stakeilOlders Would a majority of the Estimate ofpuhlic opinion from municipal
citizens of Vancouver he oniclals Iligh = 3
supportive of the policy

Commenlary from environmcntal NGOsalternative? Mcd = 2
in literature and media

Would cnvironmental NGOs I.O\\·~ I

support the policy"

Cost: The City ofYancouver, like other municipalities, faces constraints in terms of

revenue-raising opportunities. Hence, expensive alternatives that would drastically alter the City

ofYancouver's water services budget - however attractive the policy may be - are likely to be

considered impractical. The cost criterion in this study captures the capital and operating costs of

the policy over the 10-year period of implementation.

Effectiveness: The effectiveness of the policy alternatives will be assessed in two ways:

(i) the expected reduction in residential water demand, and (ii) the identification and repair of

system leaks. The measure of effectiveness for both components is the dollars per years of

avoided water purchases from the GYWD by the city as a result of the policy. The savings to the
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city as a result of aggregate demand reductions associated with the policy is an important

component to consider, because it allows for an estimate of the payback of the policy.

Equity: A policy alternative that adversely affects certain groups while benefiting othcrs

is less desirable than an alternative that has near equal effects across the population. The cquity

criterion entails two elements: horizontal equity and vertical equity. Horizontal equity is the

notion that similar groups should be treated equally. Vertical equity is the idea that different

segments of the population should be treated differently. Impacts on equity can result from pricc

changes, regulations on fixtures, and conservation subsidies.

Administrative feasibility: The anticipated response from the municipality government

civi I service is necessary to consider because they are the group responsible for implemcnting

policy. The analysis must take into account the alternatives that may require, for cxample,

technical expertise not readily available or extensive monitoring by municipal staff. Also, the

plan of implementation is important to consider, as policy alternatives may differ in terms of the

requirements of strategic planning and bureaucratic coordination. The scoring for this criterion is

developed through elite interviews with municipal water managers.

Acceptability to stakeholders: The analysis of policy alternatives must take into account

the expected response from the citizens of Vancouver. An alternative that would face fierce and

widespread opposition from the public can be immediately eliminated, as municipal politicians

presumably would not consider such a policy. This does not mean that mildly unpopular

alternatives, like price increases for instance, are ruled out. The important considerations for

acceptability criterion are the characteristics of those opposed, or in favour, and the strength of

their opposition, or support. Similarly, the viewpoints of environmental NGOs are taken in

account in the acceptability criterion.
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5: Policy Evaluation

Th is section evaIuates the proposed pol icy alternatives using the criteria outl ined in the

previous section. The quantitative and qualitative data used to conduct the policy analysis are

derived primarily from municipal government administrative reports, case study analysis and

from interviews of experts in the field of municipal water management. Five key informants

were interviewed to provide input into the assessment of the policy alternatives. For the purposes

of confidentiality and the desire to elicit honest and complete responses, the names of the

participants are withheld; the informants are all municipal officials in the Metro Vancouver area.

The alternatives are compared against a consistent set of criteria in order to present the

relative merits of the proposed policies. With each criterion, the rankings of low, medium and

high are translated into numerical scores of one, two and three, respectively. The criteria are all

given equal weight in the evaluation. Table 9 provides a summary of the policy evaluation.
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Table 9: Assessment ()fPolicy Alternatives.

LITeetiveness

I.quity

Residential
demand

System
wide

Average
seore

Total cost for
conscrvation
programme in 2006
was $179.000

(3)
High

$0.7 million/yr in
W<ilcr sav mgs

(I)

Low

$IJ (no mechanism
to identify leaks)

(I)

I.ow

(I)

I.ow

Low water users
suhsidize high
volume users: low
users tend to hc
poor and small
households.
making cross
suhsidization
highly inequitahle

(I)
Low

$5.0million/yr for 10
years
$1.1 million/yr
operating
Total: $6.1 million/yr

(I)
l.ow

$2.0 million/yr after
full implementation:

(2)
Medium

$35 million/yr after
full implcmentation"

(3)
lIigh

(2.5)
Medium-high

Uscr-pay principle
treats high consumcrs
diiTerently than low:
high consUlncrs will
have larger water
hills

(3)
Iligh

3000
installations/year. is
$1.8 million/year
capital costs
$440.()00/yr
operating
Enhanced
inl()rmation =
$200.000/yr
Total = $2.4
million/yr

(2)
Medium

$0.9 million/yr aller
full implementation'

(I)

l.ow

$1.4 million/yr alter
full implementation

(2)
Medium

(15)

Low-nll:dium

Promotcs uscr-pay
principlc: will allrad
small and poor
familics wanting to
rcduee watcr hi lis
(sclection hias):
those still charged
fixcd annual fcc
likely to have
increased hills

(3)

Iligh

3000
installations/year. is
$1.8 million/year
capital costs
$440.000/yr
operating
Toilet Rehate ~ 2()()()
installations/ycar =

IOO.OOO/yr
Total ~ $2.3
million/yr

(2)

Medium
$0.8 million/VI" aller
full implemel;tation:

(I)

I.ow

$0.7 million/yr alkr
full implementation

(I)

low

(I)

I .\1\\

I'mmoles uscr-pay
principle: \\ill allrm;t
small and roor
I~llllilit:" \\anlill1! III
redulT watcr hills
(selection hias):
those still chargcd
lised annual Icc to
have increased hills

(3)

Iligh

Limitcd
hurcaucratk
involvcment in
opcrations

Admin. Feasihility

(3)
Iligh

Requires extensive
hureaucratic
operations and
monitoring: hut can
hc planncd to achieve
cl11cicnt installation
of mcters

(2)
Medium

Requires maintaining
two hilling systems:
patchwork
installation of meters
throughout city

(I)
I.()\\

Requires maintaining
two billing systems:
patchwork
installation of mcters
and toi leIs: more
personnel to pmcess
applications

(I)

I.(l\\

Aeeeptahi Iity to
Stakeholders

Total Seore

Thc annual flat rate
charges have
douhled in thc last
5 ycars

(I)

Low

9/15

Mandated likely not
popular among
puhlic: cnvironmcnt
groups like mandatc

(2)
Medium

10.5/15

Those wlw <lIlticipalc
henctits enter
programme:
environment groups
wanl mandatc

(2)
Medium

9.5/15

Ihose who anticipate
benelits r,pla,e
toilds: ,nvironm,nt
gHlUpS wanl l11anuak

(2)

Medium

9/15

:Savings as a result ofa decline in water pur,hases from the CiYWD by reducing consumption hy 20~() via th, pric, in"ntiv.:s: this
docs not ineludc savings associated with delayed inv,stment in infrastructure (Interview #4. 20(7)'; Sasings as a result nfa dedinc in
water purchases Iromthe CiYWD by rcducing system leakage Irom 15~() to 7.5% of total water system consumptinn.
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5.1 Evaluation of Status Quo

Cost: The status quo is ranked high for the cost criterion, due to the low capital and

operating cost of the current pol icies. The ranking of high follows from the ind ices developed for

the cost measures (Table 8). The total expenditure for all conservation initiatives underway by

the City of Vancouver - wh ich includes the school play, the Rain Barrel programme, the Grow

Natural programme, and the Water Saver Kits - is $179,000 per year (City of Vancouver, 2006;

City of Vancouver, 2007). Hence, the financial cost of maintain ing the current pol icy and

programmes is relatively small.

Effectiveness: In terms of effectiveness in reducing the demand for water, the status quo

is ranked low, as estimated savings from demand reductions fall below the $1 million threshold in

the index. In terms of cost savings to the city on water purchases, the status quo is unlikely to

result in substantial savings. I estimate that the status quo results in $0.7 million per year in water

savings '2 . Not only are the residential demand reductions predicted to be low, but also there is no

mechanism to identify and repair system leakages, which are estimated to be 15% of total water

use in the city.

Equity: The status quo is ranked low for the equity criterion. The current policy may

seem equitable on a superficial level because every water consumer pays the same fixed fee for

unlimited water. City of Vancouver officials claim that the fixed fee serves to provide the lowest

average cost of water for all users (Clift, 2004). However, the status quo has a significant

inequitable clement because low water users, who tend to be poorer and smaller households,

effectively subsidize high water users. Thus, this cross-subsidization results in poor and small

fami Iies bearing a higher proportion of cost of water provision than their share of consumpt ion.

12 Wat~r savings = (aggr~gat~ rcsidcntial water use)*(averagc demand reduction)*(GVWD wat~r rat~) = $707. X4X. I\SSUIl1~S
rcsidcntial d~ll1and rcduction of2.5% givcn that city administrativc rcports indicate that thc ~urr~nt conscrvation programm~s hav~

"p~ak~d in their cffectivcness" (Clili. 2(04).
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Administrative feasibility: There is no anticipated additional staffing required to

continue the existing policy, and by following the index developed, the alternative is given a rank

of high. The city does not have a self-contained water conservation division in the

administration, but rather calls upon personnel in Water Services division to administer the

current policies when required (Interview #4, 2007).

Acceptability to stakeholders: The status quo ranks low in terms of acceptability to

stakeholders. The ranking is established by understanding the characteristics of the water system

if the City of Vancouver does not alter current policy. Over the last eight years in Vancouver. the

fixed annual fee to consumers has risen by 45% (Wong, 2006a,b). Interviews with municipal

officials in Metro Vancouver indicated that consumers are increasing calling and writing the cit)

to protest the rising rates during this period (Interview # I, #4, 2007). Furthermore, the fixed

annual fee is expected to increase dramatically in 2009, as the GVWO must increase bulk water

rates to recover costs of the new Seymour-Capilano Filtration Project. Continually increasing

fixed fee charges to pay for new infrastructure is expected to be unpopular with the publ ic,

especially if adjacent municipalities have implemented aggressive conservation policies that

result in smaller average bills for their consumers. Environmental NGOs are likely to oppose the

status quo, as it maintains a largely unmetered residential sector.

5.2 Evaluation of Alternative #1: Universal Metering and Increasing
Block Rate Pricing

Cost: This alternative is ranked low for the cost criterion, given the relatively high capital

and operating costs. With respect to financial cost, the programme certainly would be expensive

for the City of Vancouver. According to a GVRO feasibility study, the installation costs ofa

mandated metering initiative would be $50 million and $1.1 million annual operating costs (City
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of Vancouver, 2004). In annualized terms, this is $6.1 million/year for the 10-year

implementation period, and is ranked low according to the cost index".

Effectiveness: The universal metering alternative is accordingly ranked medium-high

with respect to the effectiveness criterion, as per the index developed in Table 8. In a review of

metering initiatives in the United States, Inman et al. (2006) estimate an average of20%

reduction in demand over a 1O-year period. Environmental advocacy groups similarly estimate a

15-20% reduction in demand from universal metering (Maas, 2004). Sign ificant water savings

can be achieved through the identification and repair of system leakage. The water savings for

the city in terms of avoided bulk water purchases from the GVWD are estimated to be $2.0

million per year from residential demand reductions and $3.5 million per year from reductions in

system leakages 14.

Equity: This alternative is given a ranking of high for the equity criterion. The principle

behind proposals to mandate universal metering of water is user-pay. Simply stated, this

principle declares that people should pay for the good or service based on the amount they

consume, effectively removing the cross-subsidization present in the status quo. Metering

individuals is sometimes argued to disproportionately affect poor households, as a larger share of

their income is spent on water services (McNei II and Tate, 1991). However, with an increasing

block rate structure designed such that there is an inexpensive initial block of water, the negative

effect on poor households is largely avoided. That is, the initial block would be priced relatively

low for the water required for basic needs. It is important to note that high water consumers

under this alternative, should they not alter their consumption habits, will pay more for water

serv ices than under the status quo.

I' This proposed alternative is presented under the assumption thallhe City of Vancouver would not seck pro\incial and iCdcral funds
to share the costs of the programme. While the City of Surrey cstablished a cost-sharing agreement with th.: higher-le\eI
governmcnts fllr wakr metcring initiatives. interviews with Illunieipals water oflieials rcvealed that it is no[ guaranteed that a
similar agrccment would be made with Vancouver (Interview #2. 2(07)

1\ Water savings estimatc assumes 20% reduction in rcsidential dcmand. lowering oftolal systcmleaks to 7.~% oftolal water usc in
the city (from I~%). and uses the 2009 GVRD wholesale water rate of$0.40/m' This docs not inelude savings associated wilh
delayed invcstmcnt in inlrastrueture (Intcrvicw #4. 2007).
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Administrative feasibility: The universal metering programme would require extensive

bureaucratic operational capacity and monitoring, and is thus ranked low with respect to

administrative feasibility. Staff and expertise would be required to plan the implementation

strategy, establish contracts with meter installation companies, process application forms. and

monitor the water use for billing. There is an advantage to a universal programme in that it

allows the city to install meters in a coordinated fashion (entire blocks in a given day), resulting

in economies of scale for implementation. Mandating metering in every single-family home.

however, would nonetheless require significant bureaucratic power.

Acceptability to stakeholders: In terms of acceptabi Iity to stakeholders, un iversal

metering is ranked as medium. Most municipal officials agree, based on the evidence gathered in

the elite interviews, that while there was opposition to metering in the past among the public. that

opposition has largely faded (Interview municipal official # 1, #2. #4, 2007). The mandated

nature of the programme however, is certain to elicit opposition from some segments of the

population. From the perspective of environmental NGOs, mandating metered water usage is

widely considered to be an essential component of water conservation policies (Maas, 2003).

5.3 Evaluation of Alternative #2: Voluntary Metering Programme
and Enhanced Information (EI)

Cost: This alternative is given a rank of medium with respect to cost, as both measures of

cost receive rankings of medium by means of the indices developed in Table 8. Under this

alternative the city would pay the entire cost of meter installation. The GV RD has estimated that

the costs of install ing a meter can range from $500-800 per household (C ity of Vancouver, 2004).

The projection is that, with aggressive marketing of the programme, 3,000 Vancouverites will

request a meter annually. Thus the cost of installing 30,000 meters over a 1O-year period is
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estimated to be $1.9 million per year!5. The cost of an enhanced information initiative is

$200,000 per year for the summer media, twice-yearly publications and bill insel1s, and is

estimated based on the case studies in the United States (EPA, 2002). This brings the total

financial cost of the alternative to $2.44 million per year.

Effectiveness: The voluntary metering and enhanced information alternative is hence

given a rank of low for effectiveness in reducing residential water demand. The evidence in the

literature suggests an average 20% reduction in residential water consumption (for those who are

metered). It is important to note that the city can expect a selection bias under this policy.

Residents who are conservation-minded and those who believe they can reduce their water bill

will disproportionately apply to the programme. Also, given the inherently limited scale of the

programme, as it is voluntary, the demand reductions at the city level are minor. Assuming

30,000 meters are installed, and the average household reduces consumption by 15%, the result is

a 1.1 % reduction in total residential demand 16. The water savings to the city from residential

demand reductions are estimated to be $0.9 million per year17
• The other gains in terms of

demand reductions in the aggregate will be achieved through the identification and repair of

system leaks and the non-metered consumer's response to the enhanced educational campaign. It

is estimated that this reduces GYWD bulk water purchases by $1.4 million per year lX
• This

estimate is much smaller than the savings anticipated through the universal metering alternative

because of a much lower rate of metering.

Equity: This alternative is ranked high with respect to equity. The households most

likely to request participation in the programme are those that anticipate cost savings when

I) htimatc bascd on a cost of$600/mctcr.

16 This valuc uscs cstimatcs of household (HI1) demand reduetions expected undcr the programme and calculatcs thc impact 01'30.000

mclcr installations on aggrcgatc rcsidcntial watcr dcmand. Daily pcr capita dcmand is cstimatcd to bc 500 litrcs/day I(lr thc
houschold. and is lower than thc avcrage givcn thc sclcction bias. Estimatcd rcduction ('Yo) = (daily pcr capita dcmand)*(avcragc
1111 sizc)*(1111 demand rcduction)*(# meters)*(days/year)/(total water demand) ~ I 1%.

17 Watcr savings = (# mcters)*(daily 1111 demand)*(11i1 demand reduction)*(365 days)*(GVWD bulk watcr ratc) = $942.750

IX Watcr savings estimate assumcs ,% rcduction in rcsidcntial dcmand. a rcduction or system leakagc trom 15% to 12% or lolaI vvatcr
systcm consumption and uscs thc 2009 GYRI) wholesalc watcr ratc or$O.4o/m'.
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charged on a unit-basis rather than fixed annual fee. Whi Ie there is no local level data avai lab Ie, a

review of the literature indicates that, in general, more affluent people use more water per capita

(Manzatti and Montini, 2005). As such, one can reasonably assume that smaller and poorer

households have the most to benefit by participating in the programme, as they tend to use less

water. In contrast to flat rate charges, where low water users subsidize high water users, the

households under the voluntary metering programme achieve a fairer charge for water

consumption. Note that the programme in Surrey has simultaneously raised the fixed annual fee

for those who have not volunteered for meter installations. Given the selection bias inherent in

the voluntary programme, it is reasonable to assume that households that choose not to participate

in the programme are higher than average water users.

Administrative feasibility: The voluntary metering alternative plus enhanced

information is ranked ow, based on information gathered from the experience of the Surrey Water

Meter programme. Based on the interview with a municipal official, the Surrey programme did

not require extensive bureaucratic involvement to implement and operate (Interview # I, 2007).

In fact, on Iy one employee was transferred from another division in the peak season (when

consumers attention is high after fixed annual fees were issued in March) in order to process the

applications. The installation and monitoring of the meters would likely be contracted out to a

private firm, as would the enhanced information and media campaign. However. while the

programme itself does not require extensive bureaucratic resources, it does require the city to

maintain two sets of billing systems. Additionally, the voluntary programme will undoubtedly

result in a patchwork of installations throughout the city. It thus represents a disorganized method

of implementation (Interview #4 and #5, 2007).

Acceptability to stakeholders: The voluntary metering plus enhanced information

alternative ranks medium on the acceptability to stakeholders criterion. While in the past

metering proposals have faced public opposition in the Metro Vancouver area, interviews with
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municipal officials indicate that the tide is turning. Two interviewees indicated that the voluntary

programmes in Surrey and Richmond have eased the opposition in the area, as people become

more accustomed to user-pay for water use (Interview # I and #5, 2007). All three elements of

the enhanced information campaign are relatively passive in their approach to educating the

public. That is, the three pieces of literature that each household will receive annually are

unlikely to be controversial. Evidence from the literature and case studies does not indicate any

significant dissatisfaction from the public when a municipality makes appeals for water

conservation (Inman et aI., 2006; EPA, 2002). Environmental NGOs are eager to have water

users metered, but would likely argue that a voluntary metering programme would not capture

high volume consumers.

5.4 Evaluation of Alternative #3: Voluntary Metering Programme
and Toilet Rebates

Cost: This alternative ranks low for the cost criterion. For this alternative, it is assumed

that the same number of meter installations would occur annually as with the second alternative.

Thus, the cost for the metering component of the alternative is $2.24 million per year. For the

rebates that encourage residents to upgrade their old toilets for more efficient toilets, I assume

that 2,000 toilet rebates would be issued annually. I assume that many of the metering

programme partici pants would opt to upgrade their toilets if provided an add itional incentive.

With a $50 rebate per toilet, the cost of the rebate programme is $100,000 per year. Hence. the

total financial cost for the alternative is $2.34 million per year.

Effectiveness: The alternative is given a rank of low for effectiveness, as per the index

used for measurement of the criterion. As with the second alternative, the scale of the programme

and its voluntary nature result in minimal aggregate demand reductions. The metering
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component generates a 1.1 % reduction in total residential demand 19. With respect to the rebate for

upgrading to more efficient toilets, the literature suggests that upgrading can reduce household

consumption by 9-12% (Inman et aI., 2006). Thus if 20,000 toilets are upgraded over ten years,

the anticipated aggregate residential demand reduction for the city is 1.0%20. The water savings to

the city from residential demand reductions are estimated to be $0.85 million per year21
. In terms

of the resulting cost savings to the city from identifying and repairing system leaks, I estimate

that this alternative reduces GYWD purchases by $0.70 million per year after full

imp lementation22
.

Equity: This alternative is ranked high with respect to equity considerations. To my

knowledge, data are not available that can confirm the demographics of the households likely to

participate in the metering programme and the toilet rebate. Anecdotal evidence suggests two

groups in particular are most likely: poor and small households (Interview # 1,2007). Like the

second alternative, voluntary metering promotes the user-pay principle, but will likely contain a

selection bias in terms of participants. The equity implications for this alternative are equivalent

to the preceding alternative, as the main feature of both alternatives is a voluntary metering

programme.

Administrative feasibility: This alternative is given a rank of low with respect to

administrative feasibility. The bureaucratic resources required to implement the voluntary

metering component of this alternative are anticipated to be similar to the second alternative.

Assuming simi lar volume of requests as the Surrey programme, only one or two employees wi II

need to be diverted to process applications during the peak time. The city would still have to

19 Lstimated reduction (%) = (daily per capita demand)*(average HH size)*(HH demand reduetion)*(# meters)*(days!year)!(total
water demand) = 1.1 'Yo.

20 Lstimated reduction (%) = (daily per capita demand)*(upgraded toilet demand reduction)*(# toilets)*(days! ycar) !(total wakr
dcmand) = 1.0%

21 Watcr savings ~ (# meters)*(daily 1111 demand)*(HII demand reduction)*(365 days)*(GVWD bulk water rate) + (# toilcts)*(daily
1I1I dcmand)*(toilet demand reduction)*(365 days)*(GVWD bulk water rate) = $R55A 14.

77

-- Water savings estimate assumes system leaks are reduced Irtml 15% to 12% ortotal system consumption and uses the 2007 (iVRD
wholesale water rate of $OAO!m'. Note that this water savings estimate is nearly hair of that Il)r Alternative #2 because it docs not
contain estimated savings from the enhanced inllmnational campaign.
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operate two billing systems and will create a patchwork of metering like the second alternative.

However, the toilet rebate component of this alternative adds more staffing and bureaucratic

planning, as there would need to be an assessment system in place to prevent fraudulent claims

for rebates.

Acceptability to stakeholders: The voluntary metering plus toilet rebate alternative is

ranked medium for the acceptability criterion. As with the second alternative, the public

opposition to metering has largely faded. Additionally, as the alternative has on Iy voluntary

components, the households that find appeal in the initiatives will participate and all others are

not mandated. Like the preceding alternative, environmental NGOs are supportive of proposals

that promote the user-pay principle among residential water consumers, but likely prefer a

mandated metering policy that would include all residential users (Maas, 2004).

5.5 Policy Analysis Discussion

The two highest scoring alternatives in the initial evaluation are (i) the universal metering

and increasing block rate pricing alternative, and (ii) the voluntary metering plus enhanced

information alternative (Table 9). Given that one point separates the scores, further examination

is necessary to definitively determine the superior policy alternative. Since the main feature of

the two surviving alternatives is metering, some of the criteria developed in Section 4 warrant

further consideration over others"'.

With regard to the equity and acceptability to stakeholders criteria, the two alternatives

rank equally and require no further discussion. However, the cost criterion requircs further

analysis in the context of the water savings achieved the two policies. Furthermore, it is evident

from interviews with municipal officials that cost, water savings (effectiveness) and

administrative feasibility criteria are the most critical elements in water metering proposals.

'3 The initial policy evaluation treats all critcria cqually in ordcr to establish thc broad viability orthc proposed policy altcrnalives
The subscqucnt analysis /()CUSCS on thc two highest scoring alternatives and discusses thc most important critcria. as indicah:d 11\
Illunicipal olllcials givcn that the rcmaining altcrnatives arc both Illdering proposals.
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Thus, the subsequent policy analysis for the two remaining alternatives, given that they are both

metering proposals, is a more detailed consideration of the following merged criteria: (i) cost

effectiveness, which is defined as the net of capital and operating costs minus monetized water

savings and (ii) efficiency of implementation, which, using capital cost and administrative

feasibi Iity criteria, captures the varying economies of scale of implementation associated with the

two remaining alternatives.

(fthe city decides to take a more aggressive approach to water conservation, it must first

be confident that the chosen policy alternative is cost-effective. Cost-effective in this context is

the payback (water savings) of the alternative relative to the cost. The importance that initiatives

be cost-effective is similarly apparent in City ofYancouveradministrative reports on water

conservation (Clift, 2004). This study tries to capture the notion of cost effectiveness in the

pol icy ana lysis by differentiating the financial (capital and operating) costs of the pol icy and the

savings in bulk water purchases to the city resulting from the policy.

If one considers only the capital and operating costs of the universal metering alternative,

it suggests that the spending for water services would rise dramatically. However, by estimating

the savings in water purchases to the city resulting from the system leak identification and repair,

and the reduction in per capita residential water demand, it is a more accurate representation of

the costs of the policy alternative. Table 10 provides cost-effectiveness data for the two highest

scoring alternatives by comparing the opportunity cost of capital (and operating costs) to the

water savings anticipated on an annual basis at full implementation.
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Table 10: CosH;ffectiveness ofthe Highest S'coring Alternatives.

I'olic~ \Ift'rnali, (' I inanl'ial ( 'lSI - "ah'r Sa, ings = '\cl B('ndil # of mdcr
inslallalions

(S/~ ('011'1 (S/~ ('ar) (S/~ car)

Univcrsal Mctcring $4.1 million' $5.4 million $1.3 million 80.000

Voluntary Mctcring + $1.7 million $2.3 million $0.6 million 30.000
lenhanced Inl<lfI11ation

"Scc Appendix L for the short-term cost-benefit analysis spreadsheet.

The universal metering alternative, as shown in Table 10, results in an estimated $5.4

million per year in water savings to the city at full implementationN
. In an average year after full

implementation, there is an annual savings of$I.3 million for 80,000 meter installations for the

universal metering alternative. When compared to the voluntary metering plus enhanced

information alternative, there are annual savings of$0.6 million for 30,000 meter installations.

Thus, the universal metering alternative is superior in terms of achieving short-term water savings

to the city compared the capital and operating expenditures for the policy. This short-term cost

benefit analysis does not include the benefits to the city from delayed infrastructure expansion as

a result of demand reductions, which are expected to be substantial for the universal metering

alternative. The analysis also does not include an estimate of the monetized environmental

benefits associated with fewer water withdrawals and infrastructure delay. Thus one can assume

that the net benefits of both of the alternatives are underestimated.

Similar to understanding the relative cost-effectiveness of the two highest scoring

alternatives, officials in Metro Vancouver governments place particular emphasis on the

economic efficiency with regards to implementing a metering proposal. Economic efficiency in

this context is the economies of scale associated with the ability to coordinate an efficient plan for

installing thousands of meters. Under a voluntary metering programme, there will be requests

from households scattered throughout the city. The cost to the city to send a work crew to install

0
1

1'01' thc purposes of the short-term (10 year) cost-bcnctit analysis. I assume that all thc mctcrs arc installed in the lirsl ycar and thus
all thc watcr savings are achievcd in thc flrst year.
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one meter, or even several in a neighbourhood, at a time is high compared to the return. This

represents an economically inefficient method of installing 30,000 meters. In contrast, the

universal metering alternative allows for the city to establish a coordinated action plan for

installing meters. That is, the city can plan to install meters for an entire neighbourhood block

simultaneously. While this study does not have specific cost data, the economies of scale

associated with installing meters on an entire block is a logical conclusion, and confirmed

through municipal officials (Interview #2 and #4, 2007). The ability to establish a coherent plan

of insta II ing meters is valued by mun ic ipal officials in their desire to achieve econolll ically

efficient implementation of policy.

5.6 Policy Recommendation

This section outlines the recommendations for the City of Vancouver based on the

alternatives that the preceding analysis determined to be most viable. The policy alternatives

considered in this study are mutually exclusive, and thus, should be interpreted as stand-alone

policy directions. The first steps of the implementation process are briefly discussed for the

recommendation.

Based on the scoring in the policy evaluation, the universal metering and increasing block

rate pricing alternative is the best alternative for the City of Vancouver to consider. The

statistical analysis, case study evaluation and literature review suggest that this alternative is the

1110st cost-effective, economically efficient, and equitable proposal and does not contain high

negatives on any of the remaining criteria used for the policy evaluation.

The universal metering alternative offers the economic incentive to households to reduce

water consumption. The primary advantage of a mandated metering programme is that it would

introduce the user-pay principle to residential water consumers. Compared to the other

alternatives presented, this component is 1110st likely to instil a strong water conservation ethic in
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the domestic water sector because it is does not rely on appealing to individuals' morality, but

provides an economic incentive to reduce wasteful water use. Introducing this element into the

residential water sector will have a powerful impact on how individuals use water in the home.

The reality is that all water use in Vancouver is likely to be metered in the future as the cost of

providing water continues to rise, and as additional water sources become more difficult to

exploit.

Introducing a universal metering programme in Vancouver would represent a marked

increase in expenditures for water conservation in the city. As such, the City of Vancouver

shou Id fu lly investigate in more detail the administrative requirements and costs of such a

programme. The City of Vancouver has a unique opportunity to learn lessons from the successful

universal metering programme of West Vancouver, should the city decide to explore this

alternative further.
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6: Conclusion

Through statistical estimations of residential water demand, case studies of best practices

in water conservation, and a survey ofthe re levant Iiterature, this study proposes pol icy options to

the City of Vancouver to reduce per capita water demands among residential consumers. The

statistical analysis of water demands among Canadian urban centres reveals that metered water

use, the existence of educational conservation initiatives, and non-price incentives are associated

with lower per capita demands for water in the residential sector. The case studies and literature

review identify the relevant policy instruments associated with each ofthe significant factors in

the statistical analysis.

Using complementary analytical methods, this study presented and evaluated several

options for reform for Vancouver's water utility. The analysis identified three policy alternatives

the City of Vancouver could consider to reduce per capita residential water demands. The

alternatives presented were the following: (i) universal metering of all residential users and an

increasing block rate structure, (ii) subsidized voluntary metering programme plus enhanced

information, and (iii) a subsidized metering programme plus rebates on efficient toilets. These

policy options are selected based on their ability to achieve the following long-term policy

objectives: to reduce per capita residential demand to the OECD average and to delay water

infrastructure expansion in the Metro Vancouver region.

The policy evaluation revealed that the universal metering programme and increasing

block rate pricing is the most cost-effective and broadly viable option among the proposed

alternatives. Importantly, in contrast to the status quo, this alternative offers a policy direction

that is more fair and equitable to residential water consumers. It is more equitable than the status

quo because it introduces the user-pay principle to water consumption. The City of Vancouver
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has argued in the past that an equal, fixed annual fee for all residents achieves the lowest cost to

the average consumer. However, in addition to the fact that fixed annual fees for unlimited water

does not reward low users, it also results in low water users effectively subsidizing high water

users. This is a particularly inequitable system of recovering costs, because the literature

indicates that more affluent people generally tend to use more water. The recommended

alternative begins the process of establishing the user-pay principle in the domestic sector.

The primary rationale to adopt a more aggressive demand-management policy with

respect to residential water use is the oppOltunity to delay costly water infrastructure expansion in

the region. The GVWD estimates that at current demand projections, the region will require a

new water source in 2050. If Vancouver, the most populous municipality in the region, is able to

achieve significant demand reductions over the next 10 years, the total water consumption of the

region wi II be reduced to such an extent that the infrastructure expansion cou Id be delayed further

into the future. The interest savings on financing the infrastructure project are signi ficant. As

mentioned in Section 2, a 1999 GVRD study estimated that with an aggressive water

conservation programme, the region cou ld ach ieve savings of $100 mi 11 ion in capital and

operating expenditures. With the surrounding municipalities implementing aggressive water

conservation policies to reduce water demands, the City of Vancouver must follow. Indeed, this

involves a significant shift in policy and increased short-term expenditures, but the foundation for

an accepting public has been laid by surrounding cities. It is time for Vancouver to join the

coalition.
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Appendix A

Canadian municipalities with a population greater than 50,000 included and excluded in
the estimation.

Municipalities used in estimation Municipalities excluded Reason for exclusion

Toronto Montreal missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Peel Quebec missing rate type, billing period

Calgary Niagara Region missing rate type, billing period
Ottawa Longueuil missing rate type, billing period

Edmonton Laval missing rate type, billing period

Winnipeg Gatineau missing billing period

Vancouver Burnaby missing pricing data, rate type, billing period

Durham Region Richmond missing pricing data, rate type, billing period

Hamilton Burlington missing rate type, billing period
Surrey Oakville missing rate type, billing period

Halifax Sherbrooke missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
London Levis missing pricing data, rate type, billing period

Markham Abbotsford missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Vaughan Trois-Rivieres missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Windsor Cape Breton missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Kitchener Oxford missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Saskatoon Waterloo missing pricing data, rate type, billing period

Regina Langley missing pricing data, rate type, billing period

Richmond Hill Brantford missing rate type, billing period

Greater Sudbury Kamloops missing pricing data, rate type, billing period

Saguenay Victoria missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Coquitlam Saint-Jerome missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Barrie Norfolk missing pricing data, rate type billing period
Kingston New Westminster miSSing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Cambridge Halton Hills missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Guelph Wood Buffalo missing pricing data, rate type, billing period
Thunder Bay Terrebonne no independent variable data
Saanich Township and Royalty no independent variable data
Chatham-Kent North Bay no independent variable data
Kelowna Nanaimo missing dependent variable data
SI. John's Repentlgny missing dependent variable data
Delta Kawartha Lakes missing dependent variable data
North Vancouver Middlesex County missing dependent variable data
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu Muskoka Region missing dependent variable data

Strathcona County

Newmarket

Peterborough

Sault Ste, Marie

Sarnia

Red Deer

Prince George

Lethbridge

Saint John

Maple Ridge

Chilliwack

Drummondville

Moncton

SI. Albert

Port Coquitlam

Medicine Hat

Shawinigan

Saint-Hyacinthe

Fredericton
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Appendix B

EstimatiflK the Demandfor Water

A major divide in the literature surrounding the estimation of the demand for water is the

specification of the price of water and Renzetti (2002) provides a good survey of the debate.

Price is typically incorporated into statistical models in two forms: marginal price or average

price. Economic theory suggests that marginal price - the price for an additional unit of water

is the most appropriate form. Several problems arise, however, when incorporating marginal

prices ill empirical estimations. Since water prices are not constant, the marginal price becomes a

function of the quantity consumed, creating the possibility of misspecification and simultaneity

bias in the estimated coefficient. Also, aggregate consumption data often preclude knowing a

household's marginal price. To another group of econometric researchers, using the average

price per unit of water is a preferred measure because some of the estimation problems that arise

when llsing the marginal price are avoided (Renzetti. 2002). Additionally, they argue that

average price, not marginal price, is what actually motivates consumer behaviour because

perception is most important.
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Appendix C

Data Analysis

TaMe C.I: Correlation Tahlefor Estimation Model A
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F -0.488 OMI 0.247 1.000 -0.043 0.483 0:i33 0.469 -(UJ21

l)I:NJ -0 1:i2 0.12:i 0.248 -0.043 1.000 -0.069 -0070 0.013 O.29:i

I"I'MI' -0324 0.184 0.006 0.483 -0069 1.000 0.371 0.387 -0.022

Ill!.!. -0.268 0.232 0093 0.:i33 -0070 0.371 1000 0.842 0.082

DIl"!. -0.3:i7 0286 0.145 0.469 0.013 0.387 0842 1.000 0.083

CONSTOT -0.392 -0020 -0.009 -0.021 029:i -0.022 0082 0083 1. 000

Mean 29:i.269 0.603 76337.800 0722 964.:i 15 99.022 6.796 O.:iH 6.278

Median 267.80:i O.:i 15 75788.500 1.000 724.900 102.100 6.000 1000 5.000

MW\1l1lL1l1I :i87.253 2.830 95027.000 1.000 5039000 13:i.900 12.000 1.000 38.000

Minil1lul1l 122.310 0.001 60734.000 0000 44.000 48.000 1000 0.000 0000

Sid. De, I06.8:i3 0587 8958.340 0.452 985.79:i 19.843 4.461 0.499 7.489

SkCWIlL'SS 1.096 1.407 0.468 -0.992 2.220 -0.442 0.110 -0.300 1.8:i2

KUT10sis 3.779 5.932 2.:i90 1.985 8.815 2.381 1381 1.090 7.:i78
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Tahle C. 3: Correlation Table/or Estimation Model C

WATER D PW AYU INC TFMP DBiLL CONSEDLJ CONSRLej CONSII

WAITR D 1.000 -0.328 -0.241 -0.324 -0.357 -0.299 -0.251 -O.3'!5

PW AYG -0.328 1.000 0.186 0.184 0.286 -0041 -0066 0.101

INC -0.24 I 0.186 1.000 0.006 o 145 -0.072 0.095 0.010

TLMP -0.324 0.184 0.006 1.000 0.387 -0.103 0127 0.069

DBiLL -0.357 0.286 0.145 0.387 1.000 -0016 0.068 0.274

CONSIDLJ -0.299 -0041 -0072 -0.103 -0.016 1.000 0508 0276

CONSRI(j -0.251 -0.066 0.095 0.127 0.068 0.508 1.000 0.161

CONSI·I -0.3'!5 0.101 0.010 0.069 0.274 0.276 0.161 1000

1Vk3n 295.269 0.603 76337.800 99.022 0.574 3.167 1.667 1.537

Mcdian 267.805 0.515 75788.500 102.100 1000 0.000 0.000 0000

Maxil11ul11 587.253 2.830 95027.000 135.900 1.000 nooo 10.000 5000

Minilllulll 122310 0.001 60734.000 48.000 0000 0.000 0000 0000

Std. Dcy. 106.853 0.587 8958.340 19.843 0.499 5001 2.426 2.255

Skcwness 1.096 1.407 0.468 -0.442 -0.300 1.955 1.2 I'! 0.848

I(urlosis 3.779 5.932 2.590 2.381 1.090 6.856 3712 1.778
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Appendix D

Five key informants were interviewed to provide input into the assessment of the policy

alternatives. For the purposes of confidentiality and the desire to elicit honest and complete

responses, the names of the participants are withheld; the informants are all municipal officials in

the Metro Vancouver area.

Interview # I January 07, 2007

Interview #2 January 16,2007

Interview #3 January 24, 2007

Interview #4 January 25, 2007

Interview #5 February 06, 2007
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Appendix E

l'iIVERS.\L
f~.nJTRIi\(;

COSTS

C:lpilalcp"t (nnn ,'(lSl)

1<.'lal
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rl: ... idl:l1lial :--<:tViIl2S

(Il-C)

;S;-;lIlllpti{lIb.

\'OI.I'iT\R\
\IETERL\(;

COSTS

capil'll cpsl (lPP. cPsI)

llpcralill:...!. to"t

IlIlal
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repaired leaks __ _

1"lal

<j;'.OOo.OOO

'\;IIOO.OOr)

$-1.IO(J.(IIlIJ
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1
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\' 1100 OU(h·ca,.

$I.O~OOOO

$(,·j(JOOO
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